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Abstract

We employ techniques developed and used in the design of parallel sorting algorithms to

propose a new framework for sequential sorting. This framework is then used to design new

deterministic and randomized sorting methods whose asymptotic worst-case running time can

match the existing lower bound for sorting, yet their practical performance, as witnessed by an

experimental study, surpasses existing optimized sorting algorithm implementations.

We adapt in the proposed new framework techniques used for parallel sorting such as de-

terministic regular sampling and random oversampling. We extend the notion of deterministic

regular sampling into deterministic regular oversampling for sequential sorting and show its po-

tential along with the previously available technique of random oversampling. We then show

how our newly developed techniques can utilize and potentially speedup several existing sequen-

tial sorting algorithms. Experimental results based on an implementation of our two methods

support our efficiency claims. Our new approach maintains better locality of reference and can

naturally benefit from multicore architectures. This is to our knowledge the first time that

sequential computing can beneficially draw from parallel computing techniques.

Keywords: Algorithm design - Sorting - Experimental algorithmics - Randomized algorithms -

Regular oversampling - Random oversampling
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1 Introduction

The problem of key sorting is well studied with compiler systems or programming libraries pro-

viding as standard optimized generic sorting algorithm implementations that are stable (in the

sense that equally valued keys retain their relative order in input and output) or can sort in-place

(same space is used to store the input and output and the amount of extra space used is constant

relative to the number of keys to be sorted.) An example of such a sorting function is the qsort

implementation available through the C Standard library. Other implementations are based on

heapsort and mergesort when issues such as worst-case running time, in-place sorting and stability

become important such as the sorting variations sort and stable sort available in the C++ Stan-

dard Template library. The problem of sorting keys in parallel has also been studied extensively.

One major component in parallel algorithm (sorting or not) design is the minimization of inter-

processor communication. Minimizing such communication reduces non-computational overhead

and thus speeds up parallel running time. In order to speedup communication several techniques

are employed that allow coarse (eg. in blocks of words) rather than fine-grained (eg. individual

words) communication. The former techniques usually take advantage of locality of reference as

well. Two approaches in parallel sorting that seem to provide algorithms with satisfactory and

scalable performance are techniques based on key sampling [13, 2, 15, 16].

One such technique is that of random oversampling that is quick-sort inspired [12, 13, 2, 15, 16],

and was introduced and its performance analyzed in detail and extensively in the context of parallel

sorting. One can trace the technique of random oversampling in original quicksort [12]. In quicksort

choices for the splitter/pivot key can be the first, last, middle, the median of the first, last and

middle keys, and in general, the median of 2t+ 1 sample keys [12]. The median of three is an early

example of the use of the technique of oversampling in splitter selection, where more than one keys

are sampled from the input to generate the splitter. The power of oversampling is fully developed

in the context of parallel sorting in [15] where it is combined with the idea of using more than one

splitters [2] that was originally intended for external memory sorting.

One can briefly describe this technique in a more general setting as follows. If one wants to

sort n keys in parallel using p processors, the best way to achieve this is to somehow split the n
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keys into p ordered sequences of approximately the same size, and sort these p ordered sequences

independently of each other using a fast sequential algorithm. With “ordered” we mean that all the

keys of the first sequence are less than or equal to those of the second and so on. The concatenation

of the sorted ordered sequences is the sorted output. For p = 2, this reduces essentially to quicksort

[12].

The major problem both in quicksort and in this technique is to make sure that the (ordered)

sequences are evenly balanced. One way to effect this splitting is to pick a random sample of p− 1

keys and make them splitters (pivot keys) and thus use them to split the input keys around these

splitters [2]. This is not very effective in making sure that the sequences are balanced in size [2].

Using the technique of oversampling [13, 15], one can pick the p− 1 splitters by using a sample of

ps − 1 keys where s is the oversampling factor. After sorting the sample of size ps − 1, one can

then identify the p − 1 splitters as equidistant (in the sorted sample) keys. In [15] it was shown

that the p ordered sequences of the n keys induced by the splitters will retain with high probability

O(n/p) keys and will thus be balanced up to multiplicative constant factors. In [3] it was shown

that by fine-tuning and regulating the oversampling factor s, the p sequences will retain with high

probability (1 + ε)n/p keys and will thus be finely balanced. Parameter 0 < ε < 1 is a parameter

that is controlled by s, the oversampling factor.

The major steps of such random oversampling-based sorting approaches include a sample se-

lection and a sample-sort phase, splitter selection followed by a phase that splits keys around the

chosen splitters followed by a sorting operation.

In this work we propose a sample-based randomized sorting algorithm that does not follow this

standard pattern of sample and splitter select followed by sorting but instead follows the pattern

of deterministic regular sampling/oversampling approaches (to be described shortly), where key

sorting precedes sample and splitter selection and is followed at the end by multi-way merging.

The technique of random sampling can be turned around and applied in a deterministic way to

the problem of sorting through what is known as regular sampling [17]. Regular sampling works

as follows. First split regularly the n input keys into p sequences of equal size. Sort each sequence

and then pick from each sequence p− 1 sample keys for a total sample of size p(p− 1). A sorting

(or multi-way merging) of these keys can result in selecting p − 1 splitters as it was the case for
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random oversampling (by choosing equidistant splitters from the sorted sample). One can then

prove that if the n keys are split into sequences around the p − 1 splitters, then no sequence will

be of size more than 2n/p ([17]). In [4, 5, 6, 7] the notion of regular sampling was extended to

include oversampling thus giving rise to regular oversampling. In that context choosing a larger

sample p(p − 1)s, with s being the regular oversampling factor, one can maintain that eventually

each output sequence is of size no more than (1 + δ)n/p, where δ also depends on the choice of s.

The steps of such regular sampling/oversampling-based sorting approaches include an initial

sorting phase followed by sample selection and sorting, and splitter selection, and ended by a

multi-way merging phase. Note that when one splits the already sorted local keys available as a

sequence around p−1 splitters, the n/p such sorted keys are split into at most p sorted subsequences.

The combination at the very end of sorted subsequences involves multi-way merging rather than

sorting.

1.1 Contents of the paper

In this work we introduce a framework for sequential sorting using as basis the algorithms (or

sequence of algorithms) of [4, 5, 6, 7]. We “deparallelize” a parallel deterministic sorting algorithm

that uses regular oversampling by converting it into a sequential algorithm. The first step of sorting

n/p keys can be performed by using any fast and available algorithm which can include qsort,

sort, stable sort of ANSI C or C++. All “parallel” steps are “sequentialized”. The algorithm

that results is a deterministic algorithm (assuming that the first step of it utilizes a deterministic

algorithm as well) that we will call Dsort. If instead of regular oversampling a random over-

sampling is employed, the same framework can be used to give a randomized sorting algorithm

that we will call Rsort. Therefore the same framework based on parallel sorting with regular

sampling/oversampling of [17, 4, 5, 6, 7], if deparallelized, can directly result into a deterministic

sorting algorithm such as Dsort. If random oversampling is done instead on the p sequences, a

technique, that deviates from the traditional approach of [13, 15, 3], where sampling precedes key

sorting then the resulting algorithm is Rsort.

Since both algorithms are sequential, the choice of p is not controlled by the number of available

processors. The existence of multiple cores can help however in choosing p. The choice of p will
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be affected primarily by other characteristics of the host architecture such as multiple memory

hierarchies (eg. cache memory) that affect locality of reference.

Even though the two algorithms or algorithmic methods Dsort and Rsort look similar, random

oversampling is provably (in the theoretical sense) superior to deterministic regular oversampling.

The oversampling parameter in the former case can vary more widely than the latter one thus

resulting in more balanced work-load during the multi-way merging phase.

In the following sections we first introduce our framework by describing method Dsort. We

analyze its performance characteristics and then show how one can slightly modify the sampling

phase of the framework to generate method Rsort.

Finally we present some experimental results that were derived by implementing the proposed

framework and methods Dsort and Rsort in ANSI C for a variety of sorting functions that

implement the first step of both algorithms. The conclusion of the experimental study is that Dsort

or Rsort and a generic sorting algorithm Sort are better than Sort itself without employing our

proposed framework.

2 The sorting framework and Dsort

The proposed sequential sorting framework is based on a non-iterative variant of the bulk-synchronous

([18, 19]) parallel sorting algorithm of [4, 5, 6]. It is regular sampling based [17] but extends reg-

ular sampling to regular oversampling and thus utilizes an efficient partitioning scheme that splits

– almost evenly and independently of the input distribution – an arbitrary number of sorted se-

quences and deals with them independently of each other. In Section 2.1 this baseline framework

is augmented to handle transparently and in optimal asymptotic efficiency duplicate keys. In

our approach duplicate handling does not require doubling of communication and/or computation

time that other regular sampling/oversampling approaches, sequential or parallel, seem to require

[9, 10, 11].

Before we describe the framework, we introduce relevant notation. We use the term sequence

of keys to denote a subset of the input keys. Keys in sequences may have no particular order nor

do keys in one sequence may be anyway ordered relative to keys in other sequences. The term
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“ordered sequence” refers to keys that while they might not be necessarily ordered within that

sequence, their key values are ordered relative to other sequences of input keys. In that sense all

the keys of ordered sequence i are less than or equal to those of sequence i + 1 and so on. Such

ordered sequences are formed after the input keys are split around splitters. At some point, keys

in an ordered sequence might consist of one or more sorted subsequences. After sorting or merging

those keys we end up with an ordered sequence that is a sorted sequence. The proposed framework

consists of the following high-level operations.

1. PreSorting. The input keys are split into p sequences each one of size approximately n/p

that are then sorted by a generic algorithm called Sort.

2. Partitioning. The sorted keys in a sequence are split into sorted subsequences using p− 1

splitters. Thus a sorted sequence of n/p keys can give rise to at most p sorted subsequences

induced by the p − 1 splitters. The keys of the i-th subsequence are to form the i-th sorted

sequence of the output.

3. Merging. A number of p sorted sequences will eventually be formed from the subsequences

of the Partitioning phase. Each such sorted output sequence is formed by multi-way merg-

ing [14] or other similar method of at most p subsequences at most one such subsequence

originating from each one of the p sorted sequences formed after the PreSorting and Par-

titioning phases. Each such formed sorted sequence has no more than (1 + o(1))(n/p) keys.

The union of all p of them forms the sorted output sequence of the n input keys.

In Figure 1, function Dsort(X, Sort, n), describes the proposed framework for method Dsort.

X denotes the input sequence, n the size of X, Sort the sorting algorithm used in PreSorting

and sample sorting, p will is the number of sequences that will be utilized, and s is a user defined

parameter (oversampling factor) that inversely relates to the maximum possible imbalance of the

sequences formed in the Merging phase of the algorithm. For any input sequence X, the k-th

sequence of X is denoted by X〈k〉. In other words, X = ∪kX〈k〉.

The proposition and proof that follow simplify the results shown in a more general context in

[4, 5, 6].
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Theorem 1 For any n and p ≤ n, and any function ωn of n such that ωn = Ω(1), ωn = O(lg n)

and p2ω2
n = o(n), algorithm Dsort requires time An lg (n/p) +Bn lg p+ o(n lg n), if Sort requires

An lg n time to sort n keys and it takes Bn lg p time to merge n keys of p sorted sequences, for

some constants A,B ≥ 1.

Proof: The input sequence is split arbitrarily into p sequences of about the same size (plus or

minus one element). This is effected in step 2 of Dsort. Moreover, the keys are distinct since in an

extreme case, we can always make them so by, for example, appending to them the code for their

memory location. We later explain how we handle duplicate keys without doubling (in the worst

case) the number of comparisons performed. Parameter r determines the desired upper bound in

key imbalance of the p sorted sequences X̄〈k〉 that will form the output. The term 1 + 1/dωne

that will characterize such an imbalance is also referred to as bucket expansion in sampling based

randomized sorting algorithms [1].

In step 4, each one of the p sequences is sorted independently of each other using Sort. As each

such sequence is of size at most dn/pe keys, this step requires time Adn/pe lg dn/pe per sequence or

Apdn/pe lg dn/pe over all p sequences. Algorithm Sort is any sequential sorting algorithm of such

performance. The overall cost of this step is An lg (n/p) +O(p lg n).

Subsequently, within each sorted subsequence, dωnep − 1 = rp − 1 evenly spaced sample keys

are selected, that partition the corresponding sequence into rp evenly sized segments. Additionally,

the largest key of each sequence is appended to this sorted sample sequence. Let s = rp be the size

of the so identified sequence. Therefore step 5 requires time O(ps) = O(p2r) to perform if the time

O(s) of forming one sequence is multiplied by the total number p of such sample sequences. The p

sorted sample sequences, each consisting of s sample keys, are then merged or sorted. Let sequence

〈y1, y2, . . . , yps〉 be the result of that operation. The cost of step 6 can be that of p-way merging

i.e. Bps lg p = Bp2r lg p. In step 7, a sequence of evenly spaced splitters is formed from the sorted

sample by picking as splitters keys yis, 1 ≤ i < p. This step takes time O(p).

In step 9, the formation of the p output sequences is being prepared. Each one of the p sorted

sequences decides the position of every key it holds with respect to the p − 1 splitters, by way

of sequential merging the p − 1 splitters with the input keys in p − 1 + n/p time per sequence or

alternately by performing a binary search of the splitters into the sorted keys in time p lg (n/p), and
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subsequently counting the number of keys that fall into each one of the p so identified subsequences

induced by the p − 1 splitters. The overall running time of this step over all p sequences is thus

O(p2 + n) if merging is performed or p2 lg (n/p) if binary search is performed.

In step 11, the i-th sorted subsequence of sorted sequence k induced by the splitters will become

part of the i-th output sequence. Note that since these keys belong to sequence k they are less

than or equal to the keys of sequence k+ 1 that will also be part of the i-th output sequence. This

knowledge ought to be retained in that step for later usage. Step 11 is a record keeping step that

otherwise takes time no more than n.

In step 12, p output sequences are formed that will eventually become sorted. Each such output

sequence is formed from the at most p sorted subsequences that were formed in step 11. When

this step is executed, by way of Lemma 1 to be shown next, each output sequence consists of at

most p = min {p, nmax} sorted subsequences for a total of at most nmax keys per sequence, and n

keys over all those sequences, where nmax = (1 + 1/dωne)(n/p) + dωnep. The cost of this stage is

that of multi-way merging n keys by some deterministic algorithm [14], which is Bn lg p, as long as

ω2
np = O(n/p), as needed by Lemma 1 to follow.

PreSorting and Merging thus contribute An lg (n/p) + O(p lg n) and Bn lg p respectively.

Sample selection and sorting contributions amount to O(p2r lg p). Step 9 contributions are O(n+p2)

or O(p2 lg (n/p)). Summing up all these computation terms we get that the total runtime is

An lg (n/p) + Bn lg p + O(p2r lg n + n). If p2r = o(n), this is An lg n + (A − B)n lg p + o(n lg n).

Note that in the statement of the proposition we use a stronger condition p2r2 = p2ω2
n = o(n) for

Lemma 1 to be applicable.

It remains to prove that at the completion of step 9 the input keys are partitioned into (almost)

evenly sized subsequences. The main result is summarized in the following lemma. Note that

otherwise this result is inconsequential in the runtime analysis of Proposition 1.

Lemma 1 The maximum number of keys nmax per output sequence in Dsort is given by

(1 + 1/dωne)(n/p) + dωnep, for any ωn such that ωn = Ω(1) and ωn = O(lg n), provided that

ω2
np = O(n/p) is also satisfied.
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Proof: Although it is not explicitly mentioned in the description of algorithm Dsort we may

assume that we initially pad the input so that each sequence has exactly dn/pe keys. At most

one key is added to each sequence (the maximum key can be such a choice). Before performing

the sample selection operation, we also pad the input so that afterwards, all segments have the

same number of keys that is, x = ddn/pe/se. The padding operation requires time at most O(s),

which is within the lower order terms of the analysis of Proposition 1, and therefore, does not affect

the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm. We note that padding operations introduce duplicate

keys; a discussion of duplicate handling follows this proof.

Consider an arbitrary splitter sis, where 1 ≤ i < p. There are at least isx keys which are

not larger than sis, since there are is segments each of size x whose keys are not larger than sis.

Likewise, there are at least (ps− is− p + 1)x keys which are not smaller than sis, since there are

ps− is− p+ 1 segments each of size x whose keys are not smaller than sis. Thus, by noting that

the total number of keys has been increased (by way of padding operations) from n to psx, the

number of keys bi that are smaller than sis is bounded as follows.

isx ≤ bi ≤ psx− ((ps− is− p+ 1))x.

A similar bound can be obtained for bi+1. Substituting s = dωnep we therefore conclude the

following.

bi+1 − bi ≤ sx+ px− x ≤ sx+ px = dωne px+ px.

The difference ni = bi+1 − bi is independent of i and gives the maximum number of keys per split

sequence. Considering that x ≤ (n + ps)/(ps) and substituting s = dωnep, the following bound is

derived.

nmax =
(

1 +
1
dωne

)
n+ ps

p
.

By substituting in the numerator of the previous expression s = dωnep, we conclude that the

maximum number of keys nmax per output sequence of Dsort is bounded above as follows.

nmax =
(

1 +
1
dωne

)
n

p
+ dωnep.

The lemma follows.
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Algorithm Dsort in Figure 1 corresponds to the simplest case of the deterministic algorithm

in [6] where an analysis for all possible values of p is presented.

2.1 Duplicate-key Handling

Algorithm Dsort, as described, does not handle duplicate keys properly. A naive way to handle

duplicate keys is by making the keys distinct. This could be achieved by attaching to each key

the address of the memory location it is stored in. For data types whose bit or byte length is

comparable to the length of the address describing them, such a transformation leads – in most

cases – to a doubling of the overall number of comparisons performed and the communication time

in the worst case. For more complex data types such as strings of characters the extra cost may be

negligible.

An alternative way to handle duplicate keys in a transparent way that provides asymptotic

optimal efficiency and tags only a small fraction of the keys is the following one. This seems to be

an improvement over other approaches [9, 10, 11] that require “doubling” (as explained earlier.)

Procedure Sort must then be implemented by means of a stable sequential sorting algorithm as

well. Two tags for each input key are already implicitly available by default, and no extra memory

is required to access them. These are the sequence identifier that stores a particular input key and

the index of the key in the local array that stores that sequence. No additional space is required

for the maintenance of this tagging. In our duplicate-key handling method such tags are only used

for sample and splitter-related activity.

For sample sorting every sample key is augmented into a record that includes this additional

tag information (array index and sequence identifier storing the key). Since sample size is o(1)

of the input keys, the memory overhead incurred is small, as is the corresponding computational

overhead. The attached tag information is used in step 5 to form the sample, in step 6 for sample

sorting and then in splitter formation, and finally in step 9, as all these steps require distinct keys to

achieve stability. In step 9 in particular, a binary search operation of a splitter key into the locally

sorted keys involves first a comparison of the two keys, and if the comparison is not resolved that

way the use of sequence identifiers or array indexes as well. If merging is used instead, a similar

resolution applies. In the multi-way merging of the Merging phase, stability is resolved by the
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merging algorithm itself.

The computation overhead of duplicate handling that is described by this method is within the

lower order terms of the analysis and therefore, the optimality claims still hold unchanged. The

results on key imbalance still hold as well. This same duplicate handling method is also used in

algorithm Rsort.

3 The framework and Rsort

In this section we use the framework and modify method Dsort to design a randomized method

Rsort. Random oversampling-based algorithms in the traditional approach of [13, 16, 15, 3] do

not involve an initial PreSorting phase that distinguish Dsort and Rsort.

Although partitioning and oversampling in the context of sorting are well established techniques

[13, 16, 15], the analysis in [3] summarized in Claim 1 below allows one to quantify precisely the key

imbalance of the output sequences that concatenated will form the output. Let X = 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn〉

be an ordered sequence of keys indexed such that xi < xi+1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The implicit

assumption is that keys are unique. Let Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yps−1} be a randomly chosen subset of

ps−1 ≤ n keys of X also indexed such that yi < yi+1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ ps−2, for some positive integers

p and s. Having randomly selected set Y , a partitioning of X −Y into p subsets, X0, X1, . . . , Xp−1

takes place. The following result shown in [3] is independent of the distribution of the input keys.

Claim 1 Let p ≥ 2, s ≥ 1, ps < n/2, n ≥ 1, 0 < ε < 1, ρ > 0, and

s ≥ 1 + ε

ε2

(
(2ρ log n+ log (2πp2(ps− 1)e1/(3(ps−1)))

)
).

Then the probability that any one of the Xi, for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, is of size more than d(1 +

ε)(n− p+ 1)/pe is at most n−ρ.

In such traditional randomized algorithms that use oversampling the complexity of splitting

keys around the splitters is inconsequential. For each input key a binary search operation on the

p−1 splitters determines the position of that input key in one of the p output sequences that will be

formed and then sorted. This is much more involved than step 9 of Dsort that involves a binary

search of the p− 1 splitters into each one of the p sorted sequences of n/p keys, an operation that
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maintains the available locality of reference. Algorithm Rsort that follows the workings of Dsort

is described in Figure 2

The analysis of Rsort is identical to that of Dsort described in Proposition 1. The major

difference involves sample sorting. The sample ps can be sorted directly in time Aps lg (ps) rather

than merged in time O(ps lg p). However in both cases the asymptotics of these two terms remain

identically the same O(ps lg n). Thus the running time contribution of Rsort can be summarized

as An lg n + (A − B)n lg p + O(ps lg n + n). From the latter, if ps = o(n), then the running time

becomes An lg n + (A − B)n lg p + o(n lg n). For ps = o(n) we need 2pω2
n lg n = o(n). Proposition

1 is then derived.

Proposition 1 For any n and p ≤ n, and any function functions ωn and s = 2ω2
n lg n such

that ps < n/2, and ps = o(n), algorithm Rsort is such that its running time is bounded by

An lg n+ (A−B)n lg p+ o(n lg n), if Sort requires An lg n time to sort n keys and it takes Bn lg p

time to merge n keys of p sorted sequences, for some constants A,B ≥ 1.

4 Experimental Study

The two algorithmic methods Dsort and Rsort developed under the proposed framework have

been implemented in ANSI C and their performance studied for a variety of Sort functions.

The resulting source code is publically available through the author’s web-page [8]. An Intel

2.2Ghz Pentium IV Linux Red-Hat 9.0 workstation was used to run the undertaken experiments

for problem sizes n = 1280000, n = 2560000, n = 5120000, and n = 10240000. Sort was

realized through a variety of sorting implementations including robust and optimized ANSI C library

implementations as well as author-derived implementations of heapsort and quicksort (recursive and

iterative versions.)

The first candidate for Sort is the system available qsort function, referred to in the remainder

as qs. Another candidate for Sort is a possibly outdated (from the early 1990s) version of a

qsort function available through GNU’s gcc compiler at that time, whose source code was in our

possession. To distinguish it from the system version it is called gq in the remainder. The gq code

might be the same as that of qs. The two functions however, exhibit in the experiments varying
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performance; this might be due to actual coding differences or this might be a result of different

optimization options used in compilation. Two author-derived recursive quicksort functions denoted

by fq, and wq, an iterative quicksort implementation denoted by iq, as well as a heapsort function

denoted by hp are the other implementations used for Sort. All implementations are in standard

ANSI C.

The source code was compiled using the native gcc compiler gcc version 3.2.2 with optimiza-

tion options -O2 -march=pentium4 -funroll-loops -fomit-frame-pointer and using otherwise

the default compiler and library installation available through RedHat 9.0. Indicated timing results

(wall-clock time in seconds) are the averages of three experiments. The input consists of random

strings four-byte long; string comparison is performed through the memcmp ANSI C function. Each

byte takes values uniformly distributed between 0 and 255.

Timing results are reported for standalone execution of qs, gq, fq, wq, hp, iq when run

independently of our framework. Such results are reported in columns labeled Sort in Table 1 and

Table 2. In these tables timing results for Dsort or Rsort are also reported under same-labeled

columns; both methods use the corresponding Sort for PreSorting and sample sorting. The

timing results for Rsort and Dsort reported in these two tables are the best obtained and might

coincide with results reported later in other tables. The variants of the Rsort method for a given

Sort will be called rqs, rgq, rhp, rfq, rwq, riq in Tables 3, 4, 5. The variants of Dsort will

be called dqs, dgq, dhp, dfq, dwq, diq in Tables 6, 7, 8.

As indicated earlier, the experiments were run for n = 1280000, n = 2560000, n = 5120000,

and n = 10240000. The number of splitters p used was p = 16, 31, 63, 127, 255. Larger or smaller

values of p did not provide consistently better running times. Non-interesting cases are not included

in the Tables. Default values for s were used in Rsort. Since s was defined as s = 2ω2
n lg n an

s = log1+a n was used with a value of a between 0 (but greater than) and 1. This is equivalent to

choosing ωn ≈ loga/2 n. For Dsort parameter r = ωn was defined to be a small integer between 1

and 4.

In Table 1 timing results for Rsort where each one of qs, gq, hp, fq, iq, wq is used as

Sort are reported. Table 2 shows the corresponding results for Dsort. As we mentioned earlier,

the potentially “best” running times reported for Rsort and Dsort are reported in Table 1 and
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Table 2. One can potentially extract better performance out of Rsort and Dsort by fine-tuning

p and r or s to values other that the ones chosen. A smaller sample size that is a fraction of the

theoretically chosen one can speed things up as well. Separate timing results are also included for

the performance of standalone Sort under a same-labeled column. It is clear that the framework

with Rsort or Dsort outperforms all other implementations that do not use the framework. It

is also evident that with the exception of few algorithms for small problem sizes Rsort is slightly

faster than Dsort.

One can observe several things. All sorting implementations for Sort fq, wq, hp, iq run

slower than the production sorting implementations qs and also gq. Between them, qs was the

fastest. This is an indication that our coding is not optimized or that the optimization options we

chose for compilation can be further improved.

Nevertheless all of Dsort and Rsort improve upon the qs, gq, hp, fq, wq, iq. This is

especially important in the case of dqs, rqs relative to the optimized system counterpart qs. This

means that despite our incorporation of qs in the Dsort or Rsort framework, and our proven

coding inefficiencies, improvements in performance are still recorded.

Tables 3, 4, 5 present results for Rsort with varying Sort for the “middle” problem size

of n = 5120000 and for varying p values p = 63, 127, 255. Although other intermediate values

might provide better timing results values of p smaller than 63 or larger than 255 did not improve

performance. In addition, sample size varies through the exponent a of the random oversampling

factor s = log1+a n, from a value very close to zero a = 0.01 up to a = 0.40. In general, values of

a close to 1.0 or higher did not provide a consistent or convincing benefit, if only because sample

size and the overhead of sample sorting became more compelling.

Tables 6, 7, 8 present results for Dsort. The only difference relative to the corresponding tables

of Rsort is the choice of the oversampling factor. Parameter r of Dsort also shown in Figure 1

varies and takes small integer values from r = 1 to r = 3. In general for the problem sizes chosen,

smaller r values were more advantageous than larger ones.

In conclusion, despite our coding inefficiencies, Dsort and Rsort outperformed production

optimized sorting implementations as well as other implementations that did not use our framework.
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5 Conclusion

We have presented an algorithmic framework inspired by parallel computing and developed new se-

quential sorting methods that can improve the performance of generic optimized sorting algorithm

implementations available in various programming libraries. We have implemented one determin-

istic and one randomized sorting method using this framework for a variety of auxiliary Sort

functions and studied and compared the performance of standalone Sort methods that do not

use our framework to framework-based Dsort and Rsort methods. The conclusion drawn as a

result of the experimental study that we undertook is that parallel computing techniques designed

to effect blocked interprocessor communication and to take advantage of locality of reference can

provably benefit sequential computing as well. This is to our knowledge the first time that se-

quential computing can beneficially draw from parallel computing techniques. The research of the

author was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (USA) under grant NSF/ITR

IIS-0324816 that is gratefully acknowledged.
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begin Dsort (X, Sort)

1. let r = dωne ;

2. split X into p sequences X〈k〉, k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, of approximately the same size;

3. for each 〈k〉, k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1},

4. do Sort(X〈k〉) ;

5. form a sample Y 〈k〉 = 〈y1, . . . , yrp−1〉 of rp− 1 evenly spaced

keys that partition X〈k〉 into s = rp evenly sized segments

and append the maximum of X〈k〉 to this sequence ;

6. let Ȳ = Sort(Y ), where Y is the union of Y 〈k〉 ;

7. form S = 〈ys, . . . , y(p−1)s〉 from Ȳ that consists of p− 1 evenly spaced splitters

that partition Ȳ into p evenly sized segments ;

8. for each 〈k〉, k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1},

9. do partition X〈k〉 into p subsequences X〈k〉0 , . . . , X
〈k〉
p−1 as induced by the

p− 1 splitters of S ;

10. for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}

11. do rename subsequence X〈k〉i to Z〈i〉k ;

12. let X̄〈k〉 = Merge(
⋃
i Z
〈k〉
i ) ;

13. return ∪kX̄〈k〉 ;

end Dsort

Figure 1: Procedure Dsort.
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begin Rsort (X, Sort)

1. let s = 2ω2
n lg n ;

2. split X into p sequences X〈k〉, k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, of approximately the same size;

3. for each 〈k〉, k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1},

4. do Sort(X〈k〉) ;

5. select uniformly at random a sample Y = 〈y1, . . . , ysp−1〉 of sp− 1 keys ;

6. let Ȳ = Sort(Y ) ;

7. form S = 〈ys, . . . , y(p−1)s〉 from Ȳ that consists of p− 1 evenly spaced splitters

that partition Ȳ into p evenly sized segments ;

8. for each 〈k〉, k ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1},

9. do partition X〈k〉 into p subsequences X〈k〉0 , . . . , X
〈k〉
p−1 as induced by the

p− 1 splitters of S ;

10. for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}

11. do rename subsequence X〈k〉i to Z〈i〉k ;

12. let X̄〈k〉 = Merge(
⋃
i Z
〈k〉
i ) ;

13. return ∪kX̄〈k〉 ;

end Rsort

Figure 2: Procedure Rsort.
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N=1280000 N=2560000 N=5120000 N=10240000

Rsort Sort Rsort Sort Rsort Sort Rsort Sort

r/qs 1.985 1.994 4.171 4.222 8.765 8.902 18.375 18.559

r/gq 2.059 2.112 4.329 4.523 9.090 9.344 19.059 19.299

r/hp 3.063 4.459 6.425 9.956 13.514 21.918 28.365 48.474

r/fq 2.277 2.365 4.754 5.178 9.970 10.639 20.935 22.551

r/iq 2.264 2.404 4.741 5.110 9.937 10.504 20.768 22.266

r/wq 2.290 2.437 4.806 5.174 10.048 10.586 21.020 22.468

Table 1: Best timing results for Rsort with varying Sort functions

N=1280000 N=2560000 N=5120000 N=10240000

Dsort Sort Dsort Sort Dsort Sort Dsort Sort

d/qs 1.982 1.999 4.177 4.232 8.765 8.892 18.402 18.574

d/gq 2.057 2.133 4.327 4.522 9.080 9.338 19.098 19.270

d/hp 3.080 4.432 6.504 9.843 13.487 22.164 28.424 48.192

d/fq 2.277 2.356 4.769 5.157 10.000 10.654 20.986 22.882

d/iq 2.268 2.407 4.740 5.124 9.954 10.463 20.821 22.248

d/wq 2.295 2.435 4.798 5.169 10.068 10.640 21.082 22.503

Table 2: Best timing results for Dsort with varying Sort functions

Rsort

a = 0.01 a = 0.05 a = 0.10 a = 0.20 a = 0.40

rqs 8.809 8.803 8.796 8.815 8.822

rgq 9.548 9.116 9.155 9.136 9.501

rhp 14.127 14.167 14.171 14.158 14.200

rfq 10.375 10.389 10.361 10.358 10.341

riq 10.077 10.093 10.488 10.047 10.054

rwq 10.133 10.134 10.161 10.151 10.137

Table 3: Timing results for Rsort n = 5120000, p = 63, and varying a
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Rsort

a = 0.01 a = 0.05 a = 0.10 a = 0.20 a = 0.40

rqs 8.812 8.776 8.778 8.781 8.796

rgq 9.150 9.225 9.151 9.146 9.109

rhp 13.798 13.763 13.885 13.779 13.828

rfq 10.249 10.284 10.271 10.268 10.338

riq 10.014 10.038 10.056 10.054 10.031

rwq 10.134 10.114 10.154 10.161 10.191

Table 4: Timing results for Rsort n = 5120000, p = 127, and varying a

Rsort

a = 0.01 a = 0.05 a = 0.10 a = 0.20 a = 0.40

rqs 8.845 8.843 8.877 8.864 8.884

rgq 9.187 9.237 9.155 9.164 9.246

rhp 13.547 13.536 13.530 13.547 13.643

rfq 9.988 10.008 10.040 9.983 10.075

riq 9.960 9.937 9.950 9.955 9.976

rwq 10.057 10.073 10.048 10.091 10.493

Table 5: Timing results for Rsort n = 5120000, p = 255, and varying a

Dsort

r = 1 r = 2 r = 3

dqs 8.775 8.779 8.802

dgq 9.111 9.129 9.137

dhp 14.087 14.123 14.086

dfq 10.142 10.124 10.126

diq 10.000 10.009 10.085

dwq 10.119 10.586 10.133

Table 6: Timing results for Dsort n = 5120000, p = 63, and varying r
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Dsort

r = 1 r = 2 r = 3

dqs 8.765 8.795 8.819

dgq 9.095 9.135 9.127

dhp 13.800 13.709 13.838

dfq 10.268 10.112 10.075

diq 10.002 10.012 10.040

dwq 10.094 10.129 10.086

Table 7: Timing results for Dsort n = 5120000, p = 127, and varying r

Dsort

r = 1 r = 2 r = 3

qs 8.872 8.923 8.984

gq 9.189 9.188 9.243

hp 13.531 13.546 13.633

fq 10.000 10.042 10.068

iq 9.973 10.046 10.046

wq 10.114 10.110 10.130

Table 8: Timing results for Dsort n = 5120000, p = 255, and varying r
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